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Abstract
A Dynamic Chain Event Graph (DCEG) provides a rich tree-based frame-
work for modelling a dynamic process with highly asymmetric developments.
An N Time-Slice DCEG (NT-DCEG) is a useful subclass of the DCEG class
that exhibits a specific type of periodicity in its supporting tree graph and em-
bodies a time-homogeneity assumption. Here some desired properties of an
NT-DCEG is explored. In particular, we prove that the class of NT-DCEGs
contains all discrete N time-slice Dynamic Bayesian Networks as special
cases. We also develop a method to distributively construct an NT-DCEG
model. By exploiting the topology of an NT-DCEG graph, we show how
to construct intrinsic random variables which exhibit context-specific inde-
pendences that can then be checked by domain experts. We also show how
an NT-DCEG can be used to depict various structural and Granger causal
hypotheses about a given process. Our methods are illustrated throughout
using examples of dynamic multivariate processes describing inmate radical-
isation in a prison.
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1. Introduction
In many real-world settings it has became increasingly evident that de-
scribing a process directly through components of a multivariate time series
enables us to obtain more accurate and well-calibrated models. A Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN) [1–3] is a widely used family of graphical model
for representing and reasoning within dynamic systems whose progress is
recorded over a discrete time intervals [4–10]. However, in some context a
DBN model is not able to represent all structural information of the target
process [11]. This is particularly the case when the process is more naturally
described by concatenations of unfolding events rather than by a product
space of preassigned set of random variables. In other situations, a relevant
statement corresponding to a conditioned variable cannot be directly incor-
porated into a DBN model using directed edges because it is valid only for a
certain combinations of values assumed by the conditioning variables. In the
literature, this type of statements is sometimes referred to context-specific
information [12, 13].
To circumvent these issues, collections of networks and embellishments in
the form of trees have been added to the DBN framework and computation-
ally implemented using the object-oriented programming paradigm [14]: for
instance, see the developments on context-specific BNs [11, 13, 15], Bayesian
Multinet [16], Similarity Networks [17] and Object-Oriented BNs [18, 19].
However, such frameworks focus on minimizing the computational cost asso-
ciated with the propagation of information and model learning at the expense
of the graphical expressiveness for decision makers and domain experts. An
alternative approach is to adopt a graphical framework that is completely
different from these based on direct acyclic graphs and can directly express
context-specific information we refer to above.
Tree-based graphical models have been established as a key user-friendly
method to translate domain hypotheses about a dynamic process into math-
ematical representations. Since its paths can be used to depict the various
possible sequences of events a unit can experience over time, a tree provides
a modeller with a flexible framework to accommodate asymmetric develop-
ments and context-specific structures. The Dynamic Chain Event Graph
(DCEG) [20, 21] is a particular type of infinite tree-based graphical model
developed for discrete longitudinal data. Build upon a Chain Event Graph
(CEGs) [22] a DCEG [20] was originally envisaged to elicit simple semi-
Markov processes defined as a very small number of discrete states. Recall
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that a CEG is supported by a finite tree and so appropriate to construct
models in a non-dynamic context. In [21] we rigorously advanced the foun-
dation of DCEGs for specific classes of Markov process and defined a promis-
ing subclass called N Time-Slice DCEG (NT-DCEG). Using objects and a
special family of CEGs, we then presented a methodology to construct an
NT-DCEG and to reason with it. Its links with Markov processes were also
systematically explored.
Being designed to model time-homogeneous Markov processes, an NT-
DCEG has a graphical structure corresponding to a finite cyclic graph. This
graph compactly encapsulates the supporting infinite tree initially used to
describe the process. Here we show how an NT-DCEG retains many useful
properties of a DBN whilst providing an expressive framework for various
tasks associated with collaborative work, reasoning and Granger causal in-
terpretation. In particular, we propose methods for distributed model con-
struction and identification of random variables that drive the underlying
stochastic process and are not directly defined by domain experts.
In this paper we derive and describe some of these properties. In Section 2
we briefly review the DBN and the NT-DCEG models before discussing some
links between DCEGs and DBNs in Section 3. For example, we prove that
the well used Two Time-Slice Dynamic Bayesian Network (2T-DBN) can
always be expressed as a 2T-DCEG. Section 4 develops a method which uses
the framework of the class of NT-DCEG to elicit the driven structure of a
dynamic process from a team of experts working in parallel.
In Section 5 we show how implicit conditional independence relation-
ships encoded in an NT-DCEG can be read from its representation using
the graphical concept of a cut. This enables us to identify from the topology
of an NT-DCEG convenient sets of random variables - often not immedi-
ately apparent from the original description - whose relationship captures
critical conditional independences embedded within the described process.
Smith and Anderson [22] have argued that the cuts in a CEG can be used
as an alternative framework to answer queries corresponding to the Pearl’s
d-separation theorem [23] in a BN. We show that these constructions nat-
urally extend to an NT-DCEG. In Section 6, we then explore the ideas of
local, contemporaneous and stochastic independences. These have a strong
link with notions of Granger noncausality [24], also [25–28]. We conclude the
paper with a short discussion.
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2. Background
In this section we revisit the DBN and the DCEG models.
2.1. Dynamic Bayesian Networks
Let Z(m)=(Z1, . . . ,Zm), m ≤ n, be the first m variables of a sequence of
random variables Z = (Z1, . . . ,Zn). Take a directed acyclic graphic (DAG)
D = (V,E) such that each vertex vi, vi ∈ V , represents a variable Zi. Let
pa(Zj) = {Zi ∈ Z
(j−1); (vi, vj) ∈ E} denote the parent set of Zj with respect
to D and PZ denote the joint distribution of Z. We can now introduce
the ordered Markov property that enables us to relate PZ to the graphical
topology of D. We then use it to formally define a BN model [23, 29, 30].
Definition 1. The joint distribution PZ satisfies the ordered Markov
property (OMP) relative to a DAG D if for every pair of non-adjacent
vertices vi and vj in V , i < j, a variable Zj is conditionally independent of a
variable Zi, i < j, given its parent set pa(Zj).
Definition 2. A Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphical model constituted
by a sequence of random variables Z and by a DAG D such that the joint
distribution PZ satisfies the ordered Markov property relative to D.
In its most common formulation [1–3] a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)
models the temporal relationship among variables that are observed at regu-
lar time intervals. So henceforth in this paper we let Z(t) denote a sequence
of random variables Z observed at time t.
Assume that a DAG D(T )=(V (T ), E(T ))) represents the conditional in-
dependence relationships between the components of Z(T ). Now define the
set of temporal edges E†(T ). These are edges from a vertex vi(t) ∈ V (t),
t < T , to a vertex vj(T ) ∈ V (T ). So these represent relationships between
variables in different time-slices. Note that there might be a temporal edge
(vi(t), vi(T )). This would depict the dependence of a variable Zi at time
T on its value at any previous time t, t < T . Inheriting the usual seman-
tics of a BN two non-adjacent vertices vi(t) ∈ V (t) and vj(T ) ∈ V (T ),
such that t ≤ T and, if t = T , i < j, then imply that Zj(T ) is condition-
ally independent of a variable Zi(t) given its parent set pa(Zj(T )), where
pa(Zj(T )) ⊆ ∪
T−1
k=0Z(k) ∪ Z
(j−1)(T ). Finally, a DBN for the first T time-
intervals consists of DAG D¯(T )=(V¯ (T ), E¯(T )), where V¯ (T )=∪Tt=0V (t) and
E¯(T )=∪Tt=0(E(t) ∪ E†(t)).
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Without further assumptions, the specification of a DBN model is chal-
lenging because a different DAG D(t) and its corresponding temporal edge
set needs to be defined for each time-slice t. So for practical reasons two
additional conditions are often hypothesised. The first of these is to assume
a Markov condition of order N−1. This demands that the values of a variable
at time t depend only on the values of variables at the last N−1 previous
and current intervals. The second common hypothesis is to assume that the
process is time-homogeneous.
These assumptions greatly simplifies the specification of the models. This
is because we only have to elicit N conditional probabilities tables, one for
each of the first N−1 time-slices and another for the succeeding time-slices.
Therefore, to obtain a DBN we only need to define a limited number of DAGs
and temporal edges: the DAGs D(t), t = 0, . . . , N−2, for the first N−1
time-slices and their corresponding sets of temporal edges E†(t); and a DAG
D(t) ≡ D, t = N−1, N, . . ., for all subsequent intervals and its corresponding
set of temporal edges E†(t) ≡ E † . When these two additional assumptions
are adopted a DBN is called a N Time-Slice DBN (NT-DBN).
A common choice in practice is to set N = 2, see e.g. [31–33]. This
implies that the current value of a given variable may persist in the system
at maximum one time-slice ahead. In this case, the state of the system at
time t + 1 is completely determined by the values of its variables at time t.
Although these are strong assumptions, they nevertheless appear to provide
satisfactory result particularly in systems that evolve slowly over time when
we are interested in filtering and forecasting over short-term time horizon.
Example 1. We revisit the example in [21] that summarily describe the radi-
calisation dynamic of inmates in a prision using three random variables:
• the variable called Network (N) distinguishes the following three levels
of social contact of a “standard” inmate with potential recruiters at
each time interval t: s- sporadic, f - frequent or i- intense;
• the variable called Radicalisation (R) categorises a prisoner into one of
the following states at each time interval t: resilient to (r), vulnerable
to (v) or adopting (a) radicalisation.
• the variable variable called Transfer (T ) is a categorical variable indi-
cating if a prisoner remains in prison (n) or was transferred (t) at the
end of a time interval t.
Assuming time-homogeneity from the onset and the 1-Markov condition,
the set of conditional statements below fully characterizes our elicited radi-
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calisation process:
1. T (0) ⊥ N(0)|R(0).
2. T (0) ⊥ N(0)|R(0) 6= a.
3. R(t+ 1) ⊥ N(T )|(R(t), T (t) = n), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
4. N(t+ 1) ⊥ R(T )|(N(t), T (t) = n), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
5. T (t+ 1) ⊥ (N(T ), R(t))|T (t) = n, for t = 0, 1, . . ..
6. T (t+ 1) ⊥ N(T + 1)|(R(t+ 1), T (t) = n), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
7. R(t+ 1) ⊥ N(t+ 1)|(R(t) = a, T (t) = n), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
8. R(t+ 1) ⊥ R(t)|(N(t+ 1) = a, R(t) 6= a, T (t) = n), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
9. T (t+ 1) ⊥ N(T + 1)|(R(t+ 1) 6= a, T (t) = n), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
A 2T-DBN corresponding to this description given that an inmate re-
mains in prison until time t is depicted in Figure 1. Note that a standard
DBN is unable to depict the context-specific conditional statements elicited
in statements 2, 7, 8 and 9. These relationships remains hidden within the
conditional probability tables.
Figure 1: 2T-DBN associated with Example 1
2.2. Dynamic Chain Event Graphs
A DCEG model [21] provides a compact colourful representation of a
probabilistic tree through three simple steps: the elicitation of an event tree,
its transformation into a staged tree and finally its wrapping into a DCEG
graph. Using colours and some graphical transformations, this framework
combines the graphical expressiveness of DBNs with the flexibility of tree
graphs to depict both context-specific information and asymmetric develop-
ments.
We first need to elicit an infinite event tree T∞ [34] that describes qual-
itatively how the target process may unfold into sequences of events over
discrete time intervals. Formally, an event tree T is a rooted directed tree.
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Each leaf vertex li represents a possible terminating state of the process so
has no emanating edges. A non-leaf vertex called situation si, on the other
hand, is a state from which a transition is possible. Both types of vertices are
characterised by the chain of events that happens along either a root-to-si
path or a root-to-li path. Each edge can be labelled by an event. Recall
that in a graph G = (VG, EG) a path is a subgraph GP = (VP, EP), such
that VP = {vi1 , . . . , viL} and EP = {(vi1 , vi2), (vi2, vi3), . . . , (viL−1, viL)}, where
VP⊆VG, EP⊆EG and all vertices vik , k = 1, . . . , L, are distinct [35, 36].
We next construct the staged tree ST ∞ that is a coloured probability tree
supported by the event tree T∞. To embed a probability map within T∞,
each situation si is associated with a random variable X(si), whose state
space X(si) = {γij} describes all immediate unfolding events γij that may
happen to unit at si. Let ch(v) = {v
′ ∈ VG; (v, v
′) ∈ EG} be the child set of
a vertex v in any graph G = (VG, EG). For each situation si in T∞, we can
define the primitive probabilities
πij = π(vj|si) = P (X(si) = γij|si), vj ∈ ch(si).
Note that each event γij labels the edge (si, vj), vj ∈ ch(si). Two situations sa
and sb in an event tree is said to be in the same stage u if and only if there is a
one-to-one domain mapping between the state space of X(sa) and X(sb) and
their corresponding primitive probabilities are the same. Associating each
stage with a unique colour and then embellishing the vertices of an even tree
with these colours, we obtain a staged tree.
Introducing the concept of a position enables us to identify and graphi-
cally suppress redundant conditional independent structures that our prob-
abilistic model may present. Let Λ(T ) be the set of paths of a tree T until
time t. Also let T (v) be the subtree that unfolds from a vertex v in a tree T .
Two situations sa and sb in a staged tree ST ∞ is said to be at the same
position w if and only if there is a one-to-one mapping between Λ(ST (sa))
and Λ(ST (sb)) such that the following conditions hold:
1. Global condition - for any path λ in Λ(ST (sa)) there is a path λ
′
in Λ(ST (sb)) whose sequence of events and colours equals the sequence
of events and colours of λ.
2. Local condition - the numbers of events that happen during the tth
time-slice associated with a path λ in Λ(ST (sa)) and its corresponding
path λ′ in Λ(ST (sb)) are equal.
Finally, a DCEG graph C results from two simple graphical transforma-
tions of a staged tree: to merge all situations lying in the same position w into
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a single vertex w and to gather all leaf nodes, if they exist, into a single sink
vertex w∞. Let F(C) = {Ct; t = 0, 1, . . .} be a set of CEGs associated with a
DCEG C, where Ct is the CEG supported by the staged tree corresponding
to the first t-time-slices of C.
2.2.1. An N Time-Slice Dynamic Chain Event Graph
In [21] we develop a method for depicting an infinite event tree using a
set of objects, each of whom encapsulates a finite event corresponding to a
finite process. The objects are concatenated according some domain-based
rules. A common assumption is to define two objects, ∆(T−1) and ∆(T ).
The object ∆(T−1) wraps a finite event tree T−1 whose leaves define different
type of unit observed in the process. Of course, if there does not exist domain
information that enables us to distinguish the units, then T−1 is empty. In
contrast, the object ∆(T ) represents a finite event tree that describe the
possible sequences of events that might happen to a unit over a prescribed
time interval. In this sense, the resulting infinite tree is periodic since we
unfold the same object ∆(T ) from each situation representing a state at the
beginning of each time interval. This type of infinite tree is said to be a Tree
Object Generated by finite event trees T−1 and T (TOG( T−1,T )).
Another useful way to define the graphical transformation of the staged
tree is through the concept of T-position. This is a refinement of the concept
of position in the sense that situations in the same T-position are necessarily
in the same position but the converse does not always hold. Let s(t) be
a situation at time t. Two situations sa(ta) and sb(tb) are said too be in
the same T -position if and only if they are in the same position, and one
of the following conditions is valid: ta, tb ∈ {T, T + 1, . . .} or ta = tb = t,
t ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , T − 1}. Using a T -position we can guarantee that a DCEG
graph is acyclic before time T . This is a useful property for a collaborative
model construction: see Section 4.
Take a infinite staged tree that is time-homogeneous after time N −1
and whose supporting event tree can be described as a TOG(T−1,T ). An
NT-DCEG graph is necessarily constructed from this type of staged tree,
where:
• all situations in the same (N−1)-position is diverted into a single ver-
tex;
• all leaf nodes at each time-slice t are represented by a single vertex wt∞,
t = −1, 0, . . . , N−2; and
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• all leaf nodes that unfolds from time-slice N−1 on are collected by a
single sink vertex w∞.
The example below illustrates how to model the radicalisation process
using the NT-DCEG framework.
Example 1 (continued). Return to Example 1. We can elicit the radicalisa-
tion process using the TOG(T−1,T ) showed in Figure 2, where T−1 is empty
and T is depicted in Figure 3. Colouring it according to the conditional in-
dependence statements we obtain the staged tree that is fully expressed by the
2T-DCEG depicted in Figure 4. To construct this 2T-DCEG model it is nec-
essary to construct the staged tree corresponding to the first three time-slices
and then to apply the graphical transformation rules presented above. For a
more detailed discussion on NT-DCEG building, see [21].
Figure 2: The Event Tree T1 associated with
Example 1 that is depicted using event tree
objects, each of which is depicted by a dotted
rectangle.
Figure 3: Event Tree T
It is important to recall some useful concepts introduced in [21]. Let w(t)
be a position w of a DCEG or a T -position w of an NT-DCEG at a time t,
i.e. corresponding to the non-empty set of situations s(t) that w merged.
In an NT-DCEG model C, an edge (wa, wb) is said to be a temporal edge
associated with time-slice t if and only if we can write it as (wa(t), wb(t+ 1)).
Particularly, a temporal edge associated with time-slices t, t = N,N+1, . . ., is
called a cyclical temporal edge. Analogous to a DBN, the set of all temporal
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Figure 4: The 2T-DCEG associated with Example 1. The stage structure is defined as
following: u0 = {w0}, u1 = {w1}, u2 = {w2}, u3 = {w3}, u4 = {w4, w5, w6}, u5 =
{w7, w8, w9}, u6={w10, w13}, u7={w11, w14}, u8 = {w12, w15}, u9 = {w16}, u10 = {w17},
u11 = {w18}, u12 = {w19, w20, w21}, u13 = {w22, w23, w24}, u14 = {w25, w26, w27}. The
conditional probabilities associated with a particular stage is shown in parentheses. A
dotted rectangle establishes the limit of a particular graph.
edges and the set of all cyclic temporal edges will be denoted, respectively,
by E† and E † .
Next remember that every NT-DCEG graph has two useful subgraphs:
the initial graph DI and the cyclic graph DH [21]. The subgraph DI rep-
resents the initial states of the process over the first N−1 time-slices and
the subgraph DH depicts the time-homogeneous developments over the sub-
sequent time-slices. Note that DI is an acyclic graph. In contrast, DH is
a cyclic graph because it contains all cyclic temporal edges. For example,
assume that a 2T-DBN D is re-expressed as a 2T-DCEG C (Corollary 1).
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The initial time-slice D(0) of D corresponds to the subgraph DI of C. The
time-homogeneous time-slices D(t), t = 1, 2, . . ., and its associated temporal
edges E†(t), t = 2, 3, . . ., are depicted in the subgraph DH of C.
3. A Stratified Dynamic Chain Event Graph
A Stratified Dynamic Chain Event Graph (SDCEG) is a recommended
DCEG model when domain experts are more comfortable eliciting the ob-
served process using a set of random variables rather than describing it by
sequences of unfolding events. An SDCEG naturally extends the BN frame-
work and so enables domain experts to refine a BN model with context-
specific conditional independences and logical constrains.
In our example, we illustrate that exploring these refinements the number
of conditional probabilities to be elicited for an SDCEG to fully describe a
process is less than that needed for its corresponding DBN. This is desirable
for two reasons. First, domain experts can often convey more faithfully
the qualitative structures of the observed process than on the quantification
of conditional probability distributions. Second, this simplicity associated
with an SDCEG implicity embeds sparsity which commonly occurs and is
usually enforced in real-world settings. Of course, these advantages need to
be weighed against demanding an additional effort from domain experts to
construct the staged tree as opposed to a DAG.
Take a non-empty set of random variables Z = Z (r) ∪ Z (r,s), where
r ∈ {1, . . . , s−1}, Z (r) = {Z1, . . . ,Zr} is a set of r time-invariant variables
and Z (r,s) = {Zr+1, . . . ,Zs} is a set of r−s variables that take values at each
time-slice t = 0, 1, . . .. Note that Z(r) may also be an empty set and in this
case we convention that r = 0. Let I = (I(r), I(r,s)) = (i1, . . . , ir, ir+1, . . . , is)
be a permutation of the set {1, . . . , s}, such that I(r) = (i1, . . . , ir) and
I(r,s) = (ir+1, . . . , is) are, respectively, permutations of the sets {1, . . . , ir}
and {ir+1, . . . , is}. We can use I to order the set of variables Z as follows:
Z
I
7−→ (
Z(r)(I(r))︷ ︸︸ ︷
Zi1 , . . . ,Zir ,
Z(r,s)(I(r,s))︷ ︸︸ ︷
Zir+1 , . . . ,Zis) , Z(I) = (Z
(r)(I(r)),Z(r,s)(I(r,s))),
whereZ(I),Z(r)(I(r)) andZ (r,s)(I(r,s)) are,respectively, the ordered sequences
of the variables in Z , Z (r,s) and Z (r,s) spanned by I, I(r), I(r,s).
Now construct the finite trees T−1(Z(I)) and T (Z(I)) corresponding, re-
spectively, to Z(r)(I(r)) and Z(r,s)(I(r,s)). Recall that an event tree T (Z)
based on a sequence of random variables Z = (Z1, . . . ,Zn) is one whose set
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of paths Λ(T (Z)) can be expressed as a product space associated with the
sequence of random variables Z1, . . . ,Zn. For more details on this construc-
tion, see [37–39] and the proof of Theorem 1.
Definition 3. A DCEG is called a Z−Stratified Dynamic Chain Event
Graph (Z−SDCEG) when its staged tree satisfies the following conditions:
1. For some valid permutation I, its supporting event tree can be ex-
pressed as a TOG(T−1(Z(I)), T (Z(I))).
2. Each stage only merges situations associated with the same random
variable, although they may be at different time-slices.
A Z−SDCEG model associated with a Z−SDCEG C is a graphical model
whose sample space is represented by the supporting event tree of C and
whose probability measure respects the set of conditional independence state-
ments depicted by C. A staged tree that satisfies the two conditions above are
said to be aZ−Stratified Staged Tree. If the staged tree of an NT-DCEG
is Z-stratified, we obtain an N Time-Slice Z−SDCEG (NTZ-SDCEG).
This framework can be particularly useful for causal analyses (see Sec-
tion 6) when the total or partial variable orders of the vectors Z (r) and Z(r,s)
imply different causal hypotheses. The SDCEG class is also an important
model family because Theorem 1 tells us that every DBN can be rewritten
as an SDCEG. In particular, according to Corollary 1 every 2T-DBN can be
translated into a 2T-SDCEG. These results enable us to embellish a DBN
with context-specific statements using the broader class of DCEG models.
This can be helpful for model search since a DCEG model space is consid-
erably larger than its corresponding DBN model space. For example, the
2T-DBN model selection can be used as a starting point for a 2T-DCEG
model search. For an application of such model search strategy using CEGs
and BNs, see [38]. Alternatively, a DCEG model can provide a framework
for constructing random variables (see Section 5) which in turn enable us to
express the context-specific statements using a DBN model.
Theorem 1. All conditional independence statements entailed by the ordered
Markov property in a DBN can be depicted by an SDCEG.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Corollary 1. Every conditional independence statements defined by the or-
dered Markov property in a NT-DBN can be expressed in a NT-SDCEG.
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Proof. See Appendix B.
Example 1 (continued). The 2T-DBN and the 2TZ-SDCEG corresponding
to the radicalisation dynamic described in Example 1 are given, respectively,
in Figures 1 and 4. In this case, Z = {N,R, T} and Z(I) = (N,R, T ).
Figure 3 shows how to construct the event tree T (Z(I)). It can be easily ver-
ified that every conditional independence statement depicted in the 2T-DBN
is also showed in the 2TZ-SDCEG.
However only the symmetric conditional independences exhibited in the
2TZ-SDCEG (Figure 4) can be graphically read from the 2T-DBN (Fig-
ure 1). To illustrate this, take the variable Radicalisation R. The context-
specific conditional independences associated with this variable are directly
depicted in the 2TZ-SDCEG. For instance, we can see from the graph that
the probability of deradicalisation in time t + 1 given that a prisoner has
already adopted radicalisation in time t, t ≥ 1, (positions w19, w20, w21) is
independent of his social contacts in the prison since positions w19, w20 and
w21 are coloured the same (red). This is not so for the 2T-DBN. Also ob-
serve that we can read from the 2TZ-SDCEG that the variable T is associated
with a terminating event, although this kind of logical constraint cannot be
directly read from the corresponding 2T-DBN. Due to these qualitative struc-
tures uncovered by the 2TZ-SDCEG, domain experts only needs to elicit 14
conditional probability distributions since there are 14 stages. On the other
hand, they will have to elicit 21 conditional probability distributions in the
corresponding BN framework if they ignore the hidden context-specific condi-
tional independences.
4. Composite models
An NT-DCEG model provides experts with a flexible and useful frame-
work for composite model construction. Building on the algorithm for con-
structing a standard NT-DCEG model [21], Algorithm 1 introduces a formal
methodology for domain experts, decision makers and modellers to work in
parallel and find a common ground that is coherent and consistency with
their collective assumptions and degrees of belief. For this purpose, it is
assumed that a set of time-invariant characteristics distinguishes different
types of units observed in the system. Domain experts should use these
time-invariant features to elicit the finite event tree T−1 and then split the
modelling responsibility between different panels. Note that each leaf of T−1
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defines a particular type of units. Of course, if the set of units is homoge-
neous, then this algorithm cannot be used for composite model construction.
However, in these cases a different type of domain information can be ex-
plored in order to adapt this methodology for composite model construction.
Algorithm 1: Composite NT-DCEG Algorithm
Output: Composite NT-DCEG model
1 Construct a finite event tree T−1.
2 Split the modelling work between expert panels using T−1.
3 Each panel P i independently elicit an even tree T i corresponding to
its subprocess.
4 Discussion between panels to find a unique even tree T .
5 Each panel P i defines an NT-DCEG graph Ci associated with its
subprocess that is supported by T using the algorithm in [21].
6 Discussion between panels to find a colour agreement between their
different NT-DCEG Ci.
7 Obtain the final NT-DCEG model C using the algorithm in [21].
8 return C and P (C)
Next each panel of experts P i needs to elicit a finite event tree T i that
enables them to describe the dynamic process associated with the type of
units under their responsibility. Since a fundamental assumption is that
all units follows the same underlying dynamic, the different panels should
gather and discuss the qualitative description of their subprocesses in order
to obtain a single and common finite event tree T . Working first in small
groups of experts focused on a more homogeneous set of units minimises
the risk of paralysis due to many conflictive world views and stimulates a
very detailed analysis of the process. After it is easier to obtain an aligned
description of the process across panels since the set of event trees T i provides
a rational base and a common language to discuss the different world views
and understandings. In fact, we have observed that the panels tend to be
more open-minded for other descriptions and try to incorporate events that
they may previously neglect.
Using the algorithm introduced in [21], each panel P i can now construct
an NT-DCEG Ci supported by a TOG(T i−1, T ), where T
i
−1 identifies the dif-
ferent types of units under the modelling responsibility of P i. At this step
each panel will elicit the stage structure and the conditional probabilities
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that drive their units over time in the observed system. After the panels
need to compare the stage structure of their NT-DCEG models Ci in order
to verify if stages from different Ci can be merged and so find a colour agree-
ment. Here the concept of T -position is very important since it enforces a
common graphical structure between the set of NT-DCEGs Ci. Note that
the refinement of the conditional probability distributions P (Ci) elicited in
step 5 is postponed for the last step when the experts review them using
the composite NT-DCEG graph C and define P (C). The example below
illustrates the composite model construction for the radicalisation dynamic.
Example 2. Assume that Example 1 refers to a British prison. Now suppose
that the prison manager contracted a group of experts to gain some insight
about the radicalisation dynamic over time. He told experts that he believes
that factors such as prisoners’ previous convection and nationality appears
to drive this process. The experts decide to use the NT-DCEG framework
as prescribed in Algorithm 1. Based on the manager’s description they con-
structed the event tree T−1 depicted in Figure 7 that divides the inmates in
four heterogeneous groups as a function of two time-invariant features:
• Conviction, a categorical variable signalising the existence of a prior
convection (y - Yes) or not (n - No); and
• Nationality, a categorical variable distinguishing between a British in-
mate (b) and a foreigner (f).
Figure 5: The time-invariant event tree T−1 associated with Example 2.
The experts then split the modelling task into two panels according to the
variable Conviction:
• Panel 1 - these experts are responsible for modelling the radicalisation
process associated with prior convicted inmates.
• Panel - the experts are in charge of modelling the radicalisation dynamic
observed in groups of prisoners that have no prior conviction.
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Each panel started their work and independently concluded that the event tree
showed in Figure 3 is appropriate to represent the process at each time-slice.
Next each panel separately realized that the prison dynamic is independent
of prisoners’ nationality since this process can be expected to be driven by
cultural and social factors. The nationality is then not an appropriate ex-
planatory variable. Panel 1 assumed that the radicalisation process of a prior
convicted prisoner is represented by the 2T-DCEG depicted in Figure 4 which
embeds all the hypotheses described in Example 1.
Panel 2 found that the 2T-DCEG shown in Figure 6a represents the rad-
icalisation dynamic of a prisoner having no criminal history. In line with
domain experts’ information, this structure is simpler than that of a pris-
oner with previous convictions since additional context-specific conditional
independences to those hypothesised in Example 1 apply to this case.
(a) 2T-DCEG. The stage structure is de-
fined as following: ua = {w0}, ub = {w1},
uc = {w2, w13, w14}, ud = {w3, w4, w15, w16},
ue = {w5, w6, w17, w18}, uf = {w7, w9},
ug={w8, w10}.
(b) DCEG. The stage struc-
ture is given by: ua = {w0},
ub = {w1}, uc = {w2},
ud = {w3, w4}, ue = {w5, w6},
uf={w7, w9}, ug={w8, w10}.
Figure 6: The 2T-DCEG and a DCEG corresponding to the radicalison process of prisoners
without prior criminal convictions in Example 2.
Figure 6b depicts the DCEG equivalent to the 2T-DCEG presented in
Figure 6a in a sense that both models embed the same set of conditional
independence statements. Note that in the DCEG graph some situations
in the initial time-slice are in positions that also aggregate situations that
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unfold in the subsequent time-slices. This gives a very simple graph with only
four levels. However, this simplification has some drawbacks in terms of the
readability of the conditional independences represented by the DCEG model,
which do not happen in the 2T-DCEG framework.
For example, position w2 of the DCEG corresponds to an inmate who
has intense social contacts with other radicalised prisoners during the initial
time-slice. It also merges situations in time-slice t, t = 1, 2, . . ., that corre-
spond to a radicalised inmate in the previous time-slice t−1 who remains in
prison at the current time-slice t. This last statement cannot be read im-
mediately from the DCEG topology. In contrast, we can read this statement
directly from the 2T-DCEG topology if we look at positions w13 and w14 since
its position w2 only represents the first type of inmates. Note that these three
positions are at the same stage uc of the 2T-DCEG. Adopting the concept
of a 1-position has thus enabled us to disentangle the initialisation process
showed in subgraph DI from the transition process presented in subgraph DH .
The subgraph DI associated with the initial time-slice can then act as a leg-
end to analyse the subsequent time-homogeneous time-slices depicted in the
subgraph DH .
Observe now that it is easier to compare the radicalisation processes
of an inmate with a prior or a non-prior conviction using the 2T-DCEG.
Assume that experts of panels 1 and 2 agreed to merge only the following
three pairs of stages: uc and u9; ue and u14; ug and u6. Also suppose that
they accept that the radicalisation risk of a non-prior convicted prisoner is
lower than a prior convicted prisoner with similar behaviour pattern in the
prison. It is straightforward to verify that merging the 2T-DCEGs depicted in
Figures 4 and 6a under these assumptions we obtain the 2T-DCEG illustrated
in Figure 7.
5. Constructing random variables
Sometimes an SDCEG C can also be described by a context-specific DBN.
In this case a useful class of random variables is one taking its levels as
positions that are equally distant from the root position in C. However
especially when its tree is asymmetric such random variables are not the only
or even the most important class of random variables that can be constructed
from an DCEG.
In this section we will present two constructions of random variables in-
trinsically associated with an NT-DCEG C=(V,E). We will then show how
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Figure 7: The 2T-DCEG associated with Example 2. The stage structure is de-
fined as following: u0 = {w0}, u1 = {w1}, u2 = {w2}, u3 = {w3}, u4 = {w4},
u5 = {w5, w30, w31}, u6 = {w6, w32, w33}, u7 = {w7}, u8 = {w8}, u9 = {w9},
u10 = {w10, w11, w40, w41}, u11 = {w12, w13, w42, . . . , w46}, u12 = {w14, w15, w16},
u13 = {w17, w18, w19}, u14 = {w20, w22}, u15 = {w21, w23, w24, w27}, u16 = {w25, w28},
u17 = {w26, w29}, u18 = {w30, w31}, u19 = {w32, w34}, u20 = {w35}, u21 = {w36},
u22 = {w37, w38, w39}, u23 = {w47, w48, w49}. Hotter colours implies higher risk of
radicalisation.
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particularly useful conditional independences can be defined between them.
This will first require us to extend the concepts of cut and fine cut from a
CEG ([22]) so that they can be interpreted analogously in an NT-DCEG.
For an NT-DCEG C, define the following finite set of positions associated
with the temporal edges from time t, t = −1, . . . , N − 2, to time t+ 1:
W tTail = {w(t); (w(t), wa(t + 1)) ∈ E†, for some wa(t+ 1)} and
W t+1Head = {w(t+ 1); (wa(t), w(t+ 1))∈E†, for some wa(t)}.
For t = N − 1, N, . . ., fix W tTail =WTail, W
t
Head =WHead and w
t
∞ = w∞.
Take the graph C− = (V −, E−), where V − = V and E− = E −E † , and
let W
t(∗)
Tail =W
t
Tail ∪ {w
t
∞}. Now let Λ
cut
t , t = 0, 1, . . ., denote the set of all
w0-to-W
t
Head-to-W
t(∗)
Tail paths in C
−. For t = −1, when T−1 6= ∅, and for t = 0,
when T−1 = ∅, let Λ
cut
t be the set of all w0-to-W
t(∗)
Tail paths in C
−.
Definition 4. In an NT-DCEG C, a cut U cutt , t = 0, 1, . . ., is a set of
stages such that all paths in Λcutt pass through exactly one position w(t) ∈ u,
for some u ∈ U cutt . Let U
cut denote any of the identical cuts U cutt , t =
N − 1, N, . . ..
Definition 5. In an NT-DCEG C, a fine cutWcutt , t = −1, 0, . . ., is a set of
positions w(t) such that all paths in Λcutt pass through exactly one position
w(t) ∈ Wcutt . LetW
cut denote any of the identical cutsWcutt , t = N−1, N, . . ..
Define a function a h such as h(x) = 0, if x ≤ N − 1, and h(x) =
x − N + 1, otherwise. Let Λ(U cutt ) = ∪u∈Ucutt Λ(u, t), where Λ(u, t) denotes
the set of all walks λ = (w0, . . . , w(t)) ⊂ C, such that w(t) ∈ u and each
walk λ passes through cycle temporal edges exactly h(t) times. Remember
that in a graph G = (VG, EG) a walk corresponds to a non-empty sequence of
vertices (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , viL), such that the vertices are not necessarily distinct
and every edge (vik , vik+1), k = 0, . . . , L−1, is in EG [35, 36]. Also let E(u) and
E(U cutt ) denote the set of events that can happen immediately after a unit
arriving, respectively, at a particular stage u and at any stage in a cut U cutt .
We can now introduce three useful random variables that can be constructed
from the cut U cut taking values over time-slices t, t = −1, 0, . . .. These are
defined as follows:
1. X(U cutt ) is defined to be a random variable whose state space is the
set X(U cutt ) = {1, 2, . . . , |E(U
cut
t )|}, such that there exists a bijection
ζX(Ucutt ) : X(U
cut
t )→ E(U
cut
t ). Its probability mass function πX(x) is
given by
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πX(x) ∝
∑
λ∈Λx(Ucutt )
π(w′(l(λ)) = ζX(x)|l(λ))
∏
w∈λ
w 6=l(λ)
π(w′(w)|w), x ∈ X(U cutt ),
(1)
where w′(w) is the successor of w in λ, l(λ) is the last position of a
directed walk λ, and Λx(U
cut
t ) is the set of all walks λ ∈ Λ(U
cut
t ), such
that the event ζX(Ucutt )(x) can unfold from λ in C.
2. Q(U cutt ) is defined to be a random variable whose state space is given
by the set Q(U cutt ) = {1, 2, . . . , |U
cut
t |}, such that there is a bijection
ζQ(Ucutt ) : Q(U
cut
t ) → U
cut
t . The probability mass function πQ(q) is
proportional to the sum of all the monomials in primitives associated
with λ∈Λ(u, t), where u = ζQ(Ucutt )(q). So explicitly we have that
πQ(q) ∝
∑
λ∈Λ(ζQ(q),t)
∏
w∈λ
w 6=l(λ)
π(w′(w)|w), q ∈ Q(U cutt ). (2)
3. Z(U cutt ) is the upstream random variable of U
cut
t in C whose state space
is defined by the set Z(U cutt ) = {1, 2, . . . , |Λ(U
cut
t )|}, such that there is
a bijection ζZ(Ucutt ) : Z(U
cut
t ) → Λ(U
cut
t ). Its probability mass function
πZ(z) is given by
πZ(z) ∝
∏
w∈λ
w 6=l(λ)
π(w′(w)|w), z ∈ Z(U cutt ), (3)
where λ = ζZ(Ucutt )(z).
Note that ‘=’ can replace ‘∝’ in the three equations above if theNT-DCEG
does not have a sink position w∞. Let X(u) = {1, 2, . . . , |E(u)|} be the state
space of the usual random variable X(u) associated with a stage u. From the
constructions above we can now immediately recover each random variable
X(u), u ∈ U cutt , as follows
π(X(U cutt ) = x|Q(U
cut
t ) = q) =
{
π(X(uq) = x|uq) if ζX(Ucutt )(x) ∈ E(uq),
0 if ζX(Ucutt )(x) /∈ E(uq),
(4)
where uq = ζQ(Ucutt )(q).
Theorem 2 below tells us that the actual state of a process given by a
stage u determines its immediate development regardless of the possible un-
folding walk taken by a unit from the root position to a position w ∈ u.
Furthermore, equation 6 guarantees that this is the only conditional inde-
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pendence statement that can be read between an downstream and upstream
variables X(U cutt ) and Z(U
cut
t ) measurable with respect to an NT-DCEG.
Theorem 2. Take a cut U cutt , t = −1, 0, 1, . . ., in an NT-DCEG C. Then
X(U cutt ) ⊥ Z(U
cut
t )|Q(U
cut
t ). (5)
Additionally, if a function f(Z(U cutt )) satisfies
X(U cutt ) ⊥ Z(U
cut
t )|f(Z(U
cut
t )), (6)
then Q(U cutt ) is a function of f(Z(U
cut
t )) with probability one. These results
also hold when a cut U cutT is defined in a CEG Ct ∈ F(C), t = T, T + 1, . . ..
Proof. See Appendix C.
Analogously to the BN framework, these constructions now enable us to
identify conditional independence structures embedded within an NT-DCEG
that hold for all values of conditioning variables. Despite the probability mass
function of each variable associated with a cut U cutt often being different over
time t, t = N − 1, N, . . ., the collection of conditional independence state-
ments that can be read from them is nevertheless equivalent. This happens
because by Definition 4 each cut U cutt , t = N − 1, N, . . ., corresponds to the
same set of positions in an NT-DCEG C. This assertion is also valid for
every CEG Ct ∈ F(C), t = N − 1, N, . . ., since each time-slice t in Ct has
the same stage structure as that of the subgraph DH ⊂ C ([21, Theorem 5]).
The concept of cut is illustrated in the example below. Note that some care
is needed in reading conditional independences associated with the time-
slice N−1 because a path in the initial graph DI may have probability zero.
For an example about this case see [40, Section 7.7] and [41].
Example 2 (continued). Recall the 2T-DCEG of Figure 4. Take the cut
U cutt = {u13, u14} for t = 1, 2, . . .. The variable X(U
cut
t ) then corresponds
to the initial variable Transfer. The variable Q(U cutt ) whose state space is
given by Q(U cutt ) = {1, 2}, such that ζQ(Ucutt )(1) = u13 and ζQ(Ucutt )(2) = u14,
provides us an reinterpretation of the initial variable Radicalisation R. In
this case the variable Q(U cut) tell us that the variable R can be collected
and analysed as a binary variable R∗ that identifies whether a prisoner has
adopted radicalisation (Q = 2) or not (Q = 1). We then have that
T (t+ 1) ⊥ A|(R∗(t+ 1), T (t) = n), t = 0, 1, . . . , (7)
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where A = (N(t + 1), . . . , N(0), T (t − 1), . . . , T (0), R(t), . . . , R(0)). Theo-
rem 2 also guarantees that there is no information gain using the variable R
with three categories to predict the probability of an inmate to be transfer to
another prison once we have observed the variable Q(U cut).
A cut allows us to describe conditional independences concerning devel-
opments 1-step ahead of situations in a staged tree. However, if a unit’s
developments over the next s time steps are of interest then we need to use
an extended definition of fine cut to accommodate the time window s within
which the present can affect the future. For this purpose, let W
cut(s)
t be the
set of positions corresponding toWcutt when the focus is on s time steps ahead
from the actual time. These new definitions are particular important because
now a fine cut provides us with a framework to identify global conditional
independence structures that naturally arises from an NT-DCEG.
Note that when the time window s is greater than N−2 all necessary
information to define a random variable associated with a fine cut can be
obtained in a straightforward way from the NT-DCEG C: W
cut(s)
t =W
cut
t .
On the other hand, for shorter s we also need to use the CEG Cg(t)+s ∈ F(C)
to define these variables, where g is a function such as g(x) = x, if x ≤ N−2,
and g(x) = N−1, otherwise. This is because the position set W
cut(s)
t asso-
ciated with the current time t may be a coarser partition of situations than
Wcutt if s time-slices unfold from time t, when s = 0, . . . , N−2. For more
detail, see the discussion in [21].
Let Λ(Wcutt ) = ∪w∈Wcutt Λ(w, t), where Λ(w, t) denotes the set of all walks
λ = (w0, . . . , w(t)) ⊂ C, such that each walk λ passes through cycle temporal
edges exactly h(t) times. Also let Λs(w) be the set of all walks that unfolds
from w over s time-slices in C and ξ(λ) be the sequence of events associ-
ated with a walk λ. Finally, let Ξ(W
cut(s)
t ) = ∪w∈Wcut(s)t
{ξ(λ);λ ∈ Λs(w)}
denote the set of sequences of events ξ(λ) that can unfold from Wcutt over
s time-slices. When s is equal to zero, Ξ(W
cut(s)
t ) denotes the set of devel-
opments ξ(λ) from Wcutt during the current time-slice t. Analogously to a
cut, we can now define three useful random variables that assume values over
time t and time step s, t = 0, 1, . . . and s = N−1, N, . . ., as follows:
1. X(W
cut(s)
t ) is the downstream random variable ofW
cut
t in C whose state
space is the set X(W
cut(s)
t ) = {1, 2, . . . , |Ξ(W
cut(s)
t )|}, such that there
exists a bijection ̟
X(W
cut(s)
t )
: X(W
cut(s)
t )→ Ξ(W
cut(s)
t ). Its probability
mass function πX(x) is defined by
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πX(x) ∝
∑
λ¯∈Λx(W
cut(s)
t )
∏
w∈λ¯
w 6=l(λ¯)
π(w′(w)|w), x ∈ X(W
cut(s)
t ), (8)
where Λx(W
cut(s)
t )={λ¯=(λ∗, λ) ⊆ C;λ∗ ∈ Λ(W
cut
t ) and ξ(λ)=̟X(x)}
is the set of all walks λ¯ in C that have two disjoint sub-walks λ∗∈Λ(W
cut
t )
and λ, such that λ unfolds from λ∗ over s time-slices and ξ(λ)=̟X(x).
2. Q(W
cut(s)
t ) is the separator random variable whose state space is given
by the set Q(W
cut(s)
t ) = {1, 2, . . . , |W
cut
t |}, such that there is a bijection
̟Q(Wcutt ) : Q(W
cut
t ) → W
cut
t . Its probability mass function πQ(q) is
proportional to the sum of all the monomials in primitives associated
with Λ(w, t), w ∈ Wcutt . Symbolically then,
πQ(q) ∝
∑
λ∈Λ(̟Q(q),t)
∏
w∈λ
w 6=l(λ)
π(w′(w)|w), q ∈ Q(Wcutt ). (9)
3. Z(W
cut(s)
t ) is the upstream random variable of W
cut
t in C whose state
space consists of the set Z(Wcutt ) = {1, 2, . . . , |Λ(W
cut
t )|}, such that
there is a bijection ̟Z(Wcutt ) : Z(W
cut
t ) → Λ(W
cut
t ). Its probability
mass function is proportional to each monomial in the primitives cor-
responding to a walk that constitutes its state spaces. Explicitly,
πZ(z) ∝
∏
w∈λ
w 6=l(λ)
π(w′(w)|w), z ∈ Z(Λ(Wcutt )). (10)
where λ = ̟Z(Wcutt )(z).
Observe that again ‘=’ can substitute ‘∝’ in the equations above if the
NT-DCEG does not have a sink position.
To define these three variables when t=0, 1, . . . and s=0, . . . , N−2, take
a partition ist = {i
s
t,1, . . . ,i
s
t,K} of W
cut
t . Recall from [21] that the position
structure of Cg(t)+s at time g(t) results from an application of the vertex
contraction operator and so naturally yields a partition ist ={i
s
t,1, . . . ,i
s
t,K}
over Wcutt according to the merged vertices. Now set W
cut(s)
t = i
s
t . For all
t = −1, 0, . . ., the definitions of random variables X(W
cut(s)
t ) and Z(W
cut(s)
t ),
s = 0, . . . , N−2, are identical to the variableX and Z associated withW
cut(s)
t ,
s = N−1, N, . . .. It then follows that equations 8 and 10 remain valid when
s = 0, . . . , N−2.
Of course, the variable Q(W
cut(s)
t ) has to be redefined appropriately since
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its state space is now given by Q(W
cut(s)
t ) = {1, 2, . . . , |i
s
t |}, , such that there
is a bijection ̟
Q(W
cut(s)
t )
: Q(W
cut(s)
t ) → i
s
t . Its probability mass func-
tion πQ(q) then corresponds to the weighted sum of all probability masses
defined by equation 9 associated of a position in ist,i. Symbolically we there-
fore have that
πQ(q) ∝
∑
w∈̟Q(q)
∑
λ∈Λ(w,t)
∏
w¯∈λ
w¯ 6=l(λ)
π(w′(w¯)|w¯), q ∈ Q(W
cut(s)
t ). (11)
These random variables enable us to read a large collection of conditional
independence statements between vectors of functions of primitive random
variables embedded into the NT-DCEG topology. This is because a fine
cut is based on positions that gather situations in a staged tree all of whose
future developments are equivalent. Theorem 3 tells us that a unit’s future
unfoldings are independent from the whole set of its past events given that
the available information on it constitutes a fine cut. It also guarantees that,
given a fine cut at time t and time-horizon s, a function of upstream vari-
ables that makes all the corresponding downstream variables conditionally
independent from upstream variables must constitute a fine cut.
Theorem 3. Take a fine cut Wcutt , t = −1, 0, 1, . . ., in an NT-DCEG C.
For every s = 0, 1, . . ., we have that
X(W
cut(s)
t ) ⊥ Z(W
cut(s)
t )|Q(W
cut(s)
t ). (12)
Additionally, if a function f(Z(W
cut(s)
t )) satisfies
X(W
cut(s)
t ) ⊥ Z(W
cut(s)
t )|f(Z(W
cut(s)
t )), (13)
then Q(W
cut(s)
t ) is a function of f(Z(W
cut(s)
t )) with probability one. These
results also hold when a fine cut W
cut(s)
T is defined in a CEG Ct+s ∈ F(C),
t = T, T + 1, . . ..
Proof. See Appendix D.
Thus, the units’ behaviours may present important differences in the
medium and long time (s≥N−1) but may be undistinguishable in the short
term (s≤N−2). For analogous reasons to those discussed for a cut, a fine
cut W
cut(s)
t entails the same set of conditional probability statements when
t = N − 1, N, . . . for a given time-horizon s and when s = N − 1, N, . . .
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for a given time-slice t. Thus, for any 2T-DCEG C all these constructions
associated with a fine cut only require the three CEGs Ci, i = 0, . . . , 2.
Recall that Theorem 2 tells us that a cut gathers all the necessary infor-
mation to predict the immediately development of a unit in a process. The-
orem 3 guarantees that the future events are independent from past events
given the actual state of a process. Therefore, these results enable us to use
cuts and fine cuts to deduce some conditional independence statements given
some observed effects in a way that extends the BN and DBN framework us-
ing the d-separation theorem. This happens because a Stratified DCEG can
enrich the conditional independence hypotheses depicted in its corresponding
DBN with context-specific deductions and the time horizon s. These links
are further discussed through the example below using the concept of fine
cut.
Example 2 (continued). Return to the 2T-DCEG C depicted in Figure 4.
Assume that domain experts are interested in exploring the impacts of social
connections on the risk of inmate’s radicalisation and transfer at the cur-
rent time-slice t, t = 1, 2, . . ., given that the past information is completely
available. To do this, we can use the fine cut
Wcutt ={w10, w11, w12, w19, w20, w21}.
Since the experts’ focus is on the current time-slice, we also need to set the
time window s equal to 0. As discussed previously, this time horizon then
requires us to replace the fine cut Wcutt by W
cut(0)
t = i
0
t . Using the CEG
C2 ∈ F(C) showed in Figure 8, we can see that i
0
t = {i
0
t,i, i = 1, . . . , 4},
where i0t,1 = {w10}, i
0
t,2 = {w11}, i
0
t,2 = {w12} and i
0
t,4 = {w19, w20, w21}.
The random variable Q(W
cut(0)
t ) then has four states {1, . . . , 4}, such
that ̟
Q(W
cut(0)
t )
(i) = i0t,i, i = 1, . . . , 4. These have the following interpreta-
tions: categories 1, 2 and 3 characterise non-adopting prisoners whose social
networks were classified, respectively, as Sporadic, Frequent and Intense at
time t − 1; and category 4 represents a prisoner adopting radicalisation at
time t− 1. The variable X(W
cut(0)
t ) has 24 states associated bijectively with
the set of sequences of events
Ξ(W
cut(0)
t )={(R, T ), (N,R, T );N=s, f, i, R=r, v, a and T =n, t}.
So given a fine W
cut(0)
t we have 24 possible outcomes at the end of this time-
slice.
Additionally this fine cut W
cut(0)
t tells us that the social network of an
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Figure 8: The CEG C2 associated with the 2T-DCEG depicted in Figure 4
adopting prisoner at time t affects neither his radicalisation process nor his
transfer probability. However this is not true if the inmate is not radi-
calised. Note that this kind of context-specific d-separation statement cannot
be directly deducted from a BN in Figure 1 or its corresponding undirected
moralised graph. For a larger time length, s = 1, 2, . . ., we can see directly
from the 2T-DCEG (Figure 4) that the future developments of a prisoner de-
pend on the random vector Q(W
cut(s)
t ) whose set of states are given by W
cut
t .
So now the current status of an adopting prisoner’s network has an impact
in his unfolding events.
Note that analogous conclusions could have been obtained if we had used
the fine cut Wcutt ={w16, . . . , w21}. However, in this case the interpretation of
the variables would be based on the actual (time t) social network of an inmate
instead of his previous social classification at time t−1. Also observe that the
distribution of the variable Q(Wcut(0)t ) would not depend on any information
at time t about the radicalisation status of an inmate or his chance of being
transferred. This would enable us to easily update our judgements at time t
as new information about the social contacts of an inmate is collected.
6. Local independence and Granger noncausality
Schweder [42] first introduced the concept of local independence for Markov
processes. Subsequently Aalen [43] generalised this and applied it to pro-
cesses with a Doob-Meyer decomposition. Didelez [44] then further extended
the concept so that it applied to general multivariate processes. The notion
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of local independence is useful because in a model that fully represents a
process a local independence statement can be translated into Granger non-
causality ([24]); see e.g. [27, 44]. Granger noncausality has recently also
been discussed for mediation and intervention [28, 45]. Here we develop the
idea of local independence for the discrete time processes expressed within a
DCEG. For technical consistency, if there is a terminating event in a DCEG,
the following concepts of conditional independences are valid for a unit that
experiences a terminating event at time T as long as t = 0, . . . , T−1.
Consider two random variables X and Y that take value over each time-
slice. By saying that X is locally independent from Y we mean that the past
values of Y do not provide any additional information to predict the current
value of X given all set of past events up to the current time. Note that in
a DCEG model these variables do not need to begin happening at the initial
time-slice t = 0; they can start to happen later. Also observe that in some
DCEGs we may be interested only in time-slices from a certain time T on.
This is often the case for an NT-DCEG model where the experts tend to
focus on its cyclic subgraph DH .
To handle these cases, building on previous work by [27, 28, 44] we intro-
duce the concept of T -local independence below. This enables us to analyse
the impact of past events on the current target process from a time-slice T
on. This idea directly generalises to random vectors X and Y . Let E (t) de-
note the collection of all sequences of events that happened up to the end of
time-slice t and let E
(t−1)
(−X)⊂E
(t) denote the history of past events that excludes
information with respect a random vector X.
Definition 6. Take two random vectors X and Y measurable with respect
every time-slice t, t ≥ T , of a DCEG. A vector X is said to be T -locally
independent from Y if all probability distributions pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1)) are
measurable with respect to E
(t−1)
(−Y ) for all t = T, T + 1, . . .. Denote this by
X⊥−→TY . If the local independence condition holds for all time-slice t, t ≥ 0,
then X is said to be locally independent from Y . Henceforth we will denote
local independence by X⊥−→Y .
Assuming that the underlying event tree of a DCEG C completely de-
scribes the natural behaviour of a process, a random vector Y is (strongly)
Granger noncausal for X with respect to C if X⊥−→Y . Otherwise, we say
that Y is Granger causal or a prima facie cause for X. Analogously, we say
that a random vector Y is T -Granger noncausal for X with respect to C if
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X⊥−→TY . For the validity of the Granger causal interpretation, events not
depicted in the event tree cannot span Granger causal structures between
random variables measurable with respect the corresponding DCEG.
The T -local independence relation is not necessarily symmetric and there-
fore neither is Granger noncausality [44]. For example, in the 2T-DCEG
depicted in Figure 4 the network variable N is locally independent from the
radicalisation variable R but the inverse relation does not hold. So under
the assumption that this model is a fair representation of the radicalisation
process in a prison we can say that R is Granger noncausal for N whilst N
is a prima facie cause for R.
In discrete time we are often also interested in exploring intra-time condi-
tional independences that characterize each time-slice given the whole set of
past events. This differentiates the DCEG from a continuous time graphical
model [44, 46] where two different counting processes cannot represent the
same event. In those frameworks, a prisoner is assumed not to be radicalised
and to change his social network at the same time.
In this respect the DCEG models come closest to the path diagrams
used to visualise the dynamic of multivariate weakly stationary multivariate
time series [27]. However path diagrams have a different graphical semantic
from DCEG models because there vertices represent processes, directed edges
correspond to local dependences and dashed edges depict intra-time depen-
dences. This makes them unable to represent any graphically context-specific
hypotheses. In these models all time-slices also have the same conditional
independence structure. For the purpose of this paper it is therefore useful to
introduce the concept of T -contemporaneous independence. Here we follow
some previous authors [27, 28, 47].
Definition 7. Take two random vectors X and Y measurable with respect
to every time-slice t, t ≥ T , of a DCEG. These variables are said to be
T -contemporaneously independent if for every t, t = T, T + 1, . . ., their
joint probability distribution is such that
pX(t),Y (t)(x(t),y(t)|E
(t−1)) = pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1))pY (t)(y(t)|E
(t−1)). (14)
This will be denoted by X
⊥T∼ Y |E (t−1). If this property holds for all time-
slices, the variables are simply said to be contemporaneously independent
and the subscript T can be dropped from the notation.
Finally the stochastic independence given in Definition 8 below estab-
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lishes the condition for two random vectors to be globally independent given
the past events. Theorem 4 guarantees that this kind of stochastic inde-
pendence only happens in the presence of contemporaneous and local in-
dependences. This result provides us with a framework that enables us to
determine whether or not two variables are stochastically independent with-
out verifying equation 15 using various algebraic calculations. For example,
from Figure 4 we can read directly from this 2T-DCEG that the variables
N,R and T are not stochastically independent since they are not contempo-
raneously independent.
Definition 8. Take two random vectors X and Y measurable with respect
every time-slice t, t ≥ T , of a DCEG. These variables are T -stochastically
independent if for every t, t = T, T +1, . . ., their joint probability distribu-
tion is such that
pX(t),Y (t)(x(t),y(t)|E
(t−1)) = pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1)
(−Y ))pY (t)(y(t)|E
(t−1)
(−X)). (15)
This is denoted by X⊥ TY . If at least one of these variables does not exist
in any time-slice t < T , they are stochastically independent. We then simply
denote this by writing X ⊥ Y .
Theorem 4. Two random variables X and Y measurable with respect a
DCEG are T -stochastically independent if and only if they are mutually
T -locally independent and T -contemporaneously independent.
Proof. See Appendix E.
7. Conclusions
An NT-DCEG provide us with a rich structure to incorporate informa-
tion extracted from domain experts and a data set. In Section 4 we have
proposed an algorithmic tool based on the NT-DCEG framework to sup-
port rational consensus building [48] between domain experts, modellers and
decision makers. We have also shown that being able to graphically depict
context-specific conditional independence statements the 2T-DCEG models
contain all discrete 2T-DBN models as a special case. We have argued that
this fact can be used to design efficient model selection algorithm that make
good use of computational time and memory to search the 2T-DCEG model
space.
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We have developed a methodology to construct non-trivial random vari-
ables from an NT-DCEG topology. Particularly for a process with highly
asymmetric developments this facilitates the translation of an NT-DCEG
model into a NT-DBN model and stimulates the exploration of further links
between these two model classes. The systemic construct of random variables
can also be used for inductive reasoning and abductive reasoning based, re-
spectively, on cuts and fine cuts.
It was demonstrated that the conditional independences in an NT-DCEG
can also be interpreted in terms of Granger noncausality. However this rela-
tionships needs to be developed further. For example, by identifying a fine cut
Wcut(s) we are able to expose the conditional independences across different
time steps s. This then leads us to a direct link with Granger noncausal-
ity as it applies to different time horizons [49] and gives us a new graphical
framework which appears to be able to distinguish between short-run and
long-run causal mechanisms.
Here the Granger noncausality is defined with respect to the whole set of
past events E (t). However, we may want to focus our attention on a partic-
ular subset of events E (t)∗ ⊂ E (t). Similarly, the conditions determining the
Granger noncausal relations with respect to a proper subset of events E
(t)
∗ in
a DCEG still remain unexplored as are the types of assumptions about local
independences that are needed in order to assess the causal effect arising from
an intervention on the system. As discussed for path diagrams applied to
time series [28], these developments demand the combination of the Granger
noncausality idea [24] and the Pearl’s stronger causality concept [50] pre-
sented in [51, 52]. An NT-DCEG also appears to provide a useful framework
for deriving contemporaneous causal relations [53, 54].
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1
All conditional independence statements entailed by the ordered Markov
property in a DBN can be depicted by an SDCEG.
Take a DBNmodel defined by a set of random variablesZ = {Z1, . . . ,Zn},
a permutation I = (i1, . . . , in) and a DAG D = (
⋃
t V (t),
⋃
tE(t) ∪ E†(t))
corresponding to Z(I), or simply Z. Denote by Zik the set of events cor-
responding to the values of Zik . Let Z
(k)(I) = Zi1 × Zi2 × · · · × Zik be the
product space of the first k variables in Z(I). Denote by (vi, vj , z) a labelled
edge in an event tree, where z is the label of a directed edge (vi, vj).
Now construct the finite event tree T (Z) = (V (Z), E(Z)) as follows:
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1. The situation set V (Z) is formed by a root situation s0 together with
a set of nodes v(z(k)), one for each z(k) = (zi1 , zi2 , . . . , zik) in Z
(k)(I),
k = 1, . . . , n, such that, for k = 2, . . . , n, none of zi1 ,. . . , zik−1 correspond
to a terminating event. Note that each v(z(n)),v(z(n)) ∈ V (Z), is a leaf
and so is every v(zk), such that zik is the only label in z
k associated
with a terminating event.
2. The edge set E(Z) consists of the set of labelled edges (s0, v(z
(1)), zi1),
where z(1) = (zi1) and zi1 ∈ Zi1 , together with a set of labelled edges
(v(z(k)), v(z(k+1)), zik+1), k = 1, . . . , n−1, where: v(z
(k)) and v(z(k+1))
are in V (Z); zik+1 ∈ Zik+1 ; and z
(k+1) = (z(k), zik+1).
Observe that in the event tree T (Z) all of its non-root situations v(z(k)) are
at the same distance k. The root situation s0 corresponds to the variable Z1
and each situation v(z(k)) in V (Z) is associated with the variable Zk+1. Let
T∞(Z) be the infinite tree spanned by TOG(∅, T (Z)).
Note that given the ordered Markov property (OMP) any vertex vik(t) in
D, which corresponds to variable Zik at time-slice t, can be well-defined in
the whole vertex set
⋃
t V (t) by a new index l, l = ik+n∗t−1; i.e., vl ≡ vik(t).
Define the set U1 = {s0}. For every L, L = 1, 2, . . ., now construct a partition
of the situation set of T∞(Z) using the DAG D as follows:
1. Define the sequence IL = (l1, . . . , lnL), l1 < . . . < lnL, constituted by
the indices li of all vertices in pa(ZL) with respect to D.
2. Take the set of vectors RL = {ρ;ρ ∈ Zl1 × · · · × ZlnL}.
3. For every ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρlnL ) in RL, define the situation set U
L
ρ con-
stituted by all situations sj at distance L from s0 in T∞(Z), such
that along the root-to-sj path the unfolding event of each situation sli ,
li ∈ IL, is ρli . Let UL = {U
L
ρ }ρ∈RL . If RL = ∅, then UL is the set of all
situations at distance L from s0 in T∞(Z).
4. If there is a vertex vl, l < L, in D such that vl and vL at different
time-slices tl and tL represent the same variable Zik whose conditional
probability table is the same for tl and tL, then for every ρ in RL do
U lρ ← U
l
ρ ∪ U
L
ρ and UL ← ∅.
Define the stage structure associated with T∞(Z) as U =
⋃
L UL and ob-
tain the corresponding Z-DCEG C. Observe that this DCEG is stratified
since it is yielded by a TOG and each stage only merges situations corre-
sponding to the same variable. Remember that by construction of T∞(Z) all
situations at the same distance from s0 are associated with the same vari-
able. Also note that T∞(Z) is built using the ordering set by the OMP and
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each stage associated with a variable Zik at time-slice t is defined according
to the conditional independence statements given by the parent set of Zik
at time-slice t. Thus, by construction of T∞(Z) and U the DCEG C also
represents the collection of all conditional independences represented by the
OMP based on D.
Appendix B. Proof of Corollary 1
Every conditional independence statements defined by the ordered Markov
property in a NT-DBN can be expressed in a NT-SDCEG.
Take a NT-DBN model defined by a set of random variables Z , a permu-
tation I and a DAG D corresponding to Z(I), or simply Z. Elicit the infi-
nite event tree T∞(Z) and the corresponding stage structure U as described
in Appendix A. Thus, T∞(Z) is a TOG(∅, T (Z)) and U represents all con-
ditional independence statements described by the ordered Markov property
associated with D. Note that U also satisfies condition 2 in Defintion 3.
Since any NT-DBN model assumes a Markov condition of order (N−1), the
staged tree ST ∞(Z, U) yielded by T∞(Z) and U is time-homogeneous after
time (N−1). Therefore, the NTZ-SDCEG supported by ST ∞(Z, U) and
defined in terms of (N−1)-positions satisfies Corollary 1.
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 2
Take a cut U cutt , t = −1, 0, 1, . . ., in an NT-DCEG C. Then
X(U cutt ) ⊥ Z(U
cut
t )|Q(U
cut
t ).
Additionally, if a function f(Z(U cutt )) satisfies
X(U cutt ) ⊥ Z(U
cut
t )|f(Z(U
cut
t )),
then Q(U cutt ) is a function of f(Z(U
cut
t )) with probability one. These results
also hold when a cut U cutT is defined in a CEG Ct ∈ F(C), t = T, T +1, . . ..
By definition, if the value of Q(U cutt ) is observed, for example q, then any
random variable based on a stage ζQ(Ucutt )(q) is completely defined. So none of
the w0-to-w(t) walks, w(t) ∈ ζQ(Ucutt )(q), can bring any additional information
on the realization of X(U cutt ). Thus, X(U
cut
t ) ⊥ Q(U
cut
t )|Z(U
cut
t ).
Assume that Q(U cutt ) is not a function of f(Z(U
cut
t )) with probability one.
Then there are at least two non-zero probability walks λ1 and λ2 in Λ(U
cut
t )
such that l(λ1) and l(λ2) are in two different stages, f(z1) = f(z2) and
X(U cutt )|[Z(U
cut
t ) = z1] 6≡ X(U
cut
t )|[Z(U
cut
t ) = z2],
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where z1 = ζ
−1
Z(Ucutt )
(λ1) and z2 = ζ
−1
Z(Ucutt )
(λ2). Thus, this would imply that
X(U cutt ) and Z(U
cut
t ) are not conditionally independent given f(Z(U
cut
t )),
giving a contraction.
Finally, [21, Theorem 5] guarantees that a cut U cutT in an NT-DCEG C
also defines a cut at time T in every CEG Ct ⊂ F(C), t = T, T + 1, . . . and
by definition equations 1, 2 and 3 remain valid. In this case, a cut U cutT does
not invalidate the conditional independence properties of standard cuts in
CEGs ([22], p. 55). The result therefore follows.
Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 3
Take a fine cut Wcutt , t = −1, 0, 1, . . ., in an NT-DCEG C. For every
s = 0, 1, . . ., we have that
X(W
cut(s)
t ) ⊥ Z(W
cut(s)
t )|Q(W
cut(s)
t ).
Additionally, if a function f(Z(W
cut(s)
t )) satisfies
X(W
cut(s)
t ) ⊥ Z(W
cut(s)
t )|f(Z(W
cut(s)
t )),
then Q(W
cut(s)
t ) is a function of f(Z(W
cut(s)
t )) with probability one. These
results also hold when a fine cut Wcut(s)T is defined in a CEG Ct+s ∈ F(C),
t = T, T + 1, . . ..
We can assert immediately from the construction that given a value q
for Q(W
cut(s)
t ), then any random variable associated with ̟Q(Wcut(s)t )
(q) is
completely defined. So none of the w0-to-̟Q(Wcut(s)t )
(q) walks can bring any
additional information on the realization of the random variable X(W
cut(s)
t ).
Thus, X(W
cut(s)
t ) ⊥ Q(W
cut(s)
t )|Z(W
cut(s)
t ).
Now suppose that Q(W
cut(s)
t ) is not a function of f(Z(W
cut
t )) with prob-
ability one. Then, for s = N −1, N, . . ., there are at least two non-zero prob-
ability walks λ1 and λ2 in Λ(W
cut
t ) such that l(λ1) 6= l(λ2), f(z1) = f(z2)
and
X(W
cut(s)
t )|[Z(W
cut(s)
t ) = z1] 6≡ X(W
cut(s)
t )|[Z(W
cut(s)
t ) = z2],
where z1 = ̟
−1
Z(Wcutt )
(λ1) and z2 = ζ
−1
Z(Wcutt )
(λ2). Thus, this would imply a
contraction because X(W
cut(s)
t ) and Z(W
cut(s)
t ) were not conditionally inde-
pendent given f(Z(U cutt )). For time-horizon s, s = 0, . . . , N−2, the proof
is completely analogous to that one except that the condition l(λ1) 6= l(λ2)
needs to be rewritten as follows: l(λ1) and l(λ2) are in different set of the
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partition Ξst . The result then follows.
From [21, Theorem 5] we can assert that in an NT-DCEG C a fine cut
W
cut(s)
t also defines a fine cut W
cut(s)
t at time T in every CEG Ct+s ⊂ F(C),
t = T, T + 1, . . ., s = 0, 1, . . .. By construction, equations 8, 9, 11 and 10 also
hold. The result then follows due to the conditional independence properties
of standard fine cuts in CEGs ([22], p. 61).
Appendix E. Proof of Theorem 4
Two random variables X and Y measurable with respect a DCEG are T -
stochastically independent if and only if they are mutually T -locally indepen-
dent and T -contemporaneously independent.
Let X(t) = (X(0),X(1), . . . ,X(t)). Assuming that the random vectors
are T - stochastically independent, it then follows from equation 15 that for
every t, t ≥ T ,
pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1)) =
∑
y(t)
pX(t),Y (t)(x(t),y(t)|E
(t−1))
=
∑
y(t)
pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1)
(−Y ))pY (t)(y(t)|E
(t−1)
(−X))
= pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1)
(−Y )).
Of course, we can obtain a completely analogous result for Y (t). So these vec-
tors are mutually T -locally independent. Substituting this result into equa-
tion 15 it is straightforward to see that these vectors are also T -contempora-
neously independent.
Conversely it is also true that
pX(t),Y (t)(x(t),y(t)|E
(t−1)) = pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1))pY (t)(y(t)|E
(t−1))
= pX(t)(x(t)|E
(t−1)
(−Y ))pY (t)(y(t)|E
(t−1)
(−X)).
Note that the first and second equalities follows, respectively, from the as-
sumptions that the vectors X and Y are T-contemporaneously independent
and mutually T -locally independent.
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